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BVS 8 Enhancements

Higher resolution wind and wave data. This data will provide better simulation and 
optimization results, especially near land. BVS8's HYCOM currents also include tidal effects 
through a StormGeo post-model process.

Broadband data delivery—system can be set up to deliver the data via ship’s broadband 
communications links and will fall back to the email solution automatically when broadband 
communications are not available.  Gives user immediate access to more detailed and 
frequent data updates.

Detailed port vicinity forecasts. Forecasts are 3-days in length and 6-hour time steps. Data 
includes precipitation amount, temperature, humidity, visibility, and wind conditions. Also 
provides seas and wind conditions at the pilot station.

Optimization—improved mesh, optimization algorithm, navigation schemes, route 
smoothing, fuel consumption consideration, etc. 

Ship-specific speed down and consumption curves. The speed down curves can be modified 
by the user. StormGeo has used over 2,500,000 noon reports to evaluate consumption and 
speed down curves based on ship types. And for those vessels with sufficient reports the 
curves can be ship specific.

Pirate attack information—BVS displays all attack information reported to the IMB along with 
corresponding NATO reports.

Rogue wave forecast—72 hour forecast of the areas where a freak wave is more likely to 
occur due to waves opposing a strong current. 

Other new parameters, including humidity and seas.

Capability to insert via ports with layover times (bunker ports or multiple load or 
discharge ports).

www.stormgeo.com
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BVS 8 Enhancements

1
User-friendly – BVS is the 
Master’s Choice

With 6,000+ users and 20 years of 
continuous development, BVS is the 
most popular and user-friendly, 
onboard route optimization and 
weather display system there is.   
It simply works.

8
Resonance Graph 

Roll-resonance interactive 
guidance for conditions likely 

to cause Parametric and 
Synchronous rolling events 

are given.  

4
Ship to Shore Route 
and Data Exchange 

Routes and position reports are 
displayed in our shore-based 
Fleet Decision Support System 
(FDSS). Masters can receive and 
import our recommended track 
directly into BVS.

3
System Compatibility 

Integration with ECDIS systems and 
passage planning tools.

2
ECA/SECA – Dual 
Speed Optimization

Maximizes cost savings by 
adjusting speeds when sailing 
in ECA/SECA zones.

6
Ship-Speci�c 

Consumption Curves  

Statistical consumption 
curve modelling. 

7
Deliverable Via 

Broadband and Email  

Allowing for longer range, 
higher-resolution data to be 

transmitted.

5
Tropical Storm Track – 

Ensemble Probability 

Tropical Storm data with automatic updates 
are sent based on latest available forecasts.  

Improving decision-making for crew and 
cargo safety, the new Tropical Cyclone 

Multi-Model Track Technology improves 
upon the ‘cone of uncertainty.’

8 Reasons Masters Rely on BVS




